
VISUAL FORM DETECTION 
IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE 

Wil l iam R. Uttal 
University of Michigan 

This dist inguished scientist 's newest  monograph 
describes a series of exper iments designed to study the 
detectabi l i ty  of forms consist ing of dots, dot ted lines, and 
dotted planes. The book begins wi th an historical and 
phi losophical analysis of the field, moves on to a descr ip-  
t ion of the research, and concludes wi th a summary of the 
impl icat ions of the results. Augmented by many figures 
and graphs, the text is l ively contr ibut ion that wi l l  be of 
interest to researchers and graduate students in percep-  
tion, sensation, cognit ion, and artif icial intel l igence. 

READING AND UNDERSTANDING: 
Teaching from the Perspective of 
Artificial Intelligence 

Roger C. Schank 
Yale University 

Researchers in Art i f icial Intel l igence have discovered 
a great deal about reading whi le str iving to teach c o m -  
puters to read. Yet this informat ion has been of small 
benefit in our schools, since A.I. researchers usually have 
l i t t le contract wi th educators or people whose research is 
on how to teach chi ldren to read. 

Now, a respected A.I. expert points out the parallels 
in the two systems. In this lucid, practical volume, he 
demonstrates, step by step, how to use the concepts of 
Art i f icial Intel l igence for more effect ive reading instruction. 

Cloth: 089859-169-4, 208 pages, $19.95; Paper: 
0-89859-208-9,  208 pages, $8.95. 

METHODS OF HEURISTICS 

Edited by Rudolph Groner 
Marina Groner and 
Walter F, Bischof 
University of Bern, Switzerland 

Heuristics are general methods that serve to improve 
problem solving. This book contains the first in terd isc ip l i -  
nary and comprehensive t reatment  of developments in 
heuristics, wr i t ten by specialists f rom computer  science, 
psychology, and mathematics. From their own perspect ive 
these wri ters answer such central quest ions as: What are 
heuristics, the methods and rules guiding discovery and 
problem solving in a variety of di f ferent fields? How did 
they develop in individual human beings and in the history 
of science? Is it possible to arrive at a commonly  accepted 
def ini t ion of heurist ics as the field unifying all these ef-  
forts, and, if yes, what  are its basic characteristics? 

0-89859-251-8,  1983, 416 pp., $49.95. 

METHODS AND TACTICS IN 
COGNITIVE SCIENCE 

Edited by Walter Kintsch 
James R. Miller and 
Peter G. Poison 
University of Colorado 

What are the promises, the challenges, and the 
problems of cogni t ive science? Does cogni t ive science 

require a common methodolog ica l  or ientat ion - or can it 
thrive on diversity? How can the various subdiscipl ines 
contr ibute to the common goal of understanding inte l -  
l igence behavior and computat ion? Specif ically designed 
as an introduct ion to cogni t ive science, this book features 
chapters on original research. Scientists f rom the d is-  
ciplines of l inguistics, cogni t ive psychology, and artif icial 
intel l igence discuss in detail their  approaches to research, 
along with their latest results. Methodological  issues are 
considered wi th respect to concrete, substantive problems, 
making them clear to readers in various field, including 
psychology, l inguistics, and computer  science. 

B 0 OK R E VIE WS 

THE H E D O N I S T I C  NEURON:  
A Theory of M e m o r y ,  Learning & I n t e l l i g e n c e  

Reviewed by: 
David M.W. Powers 

Dept.  of Computer  Science 
Universi ty  of N e w  South Wales 

(A. Harry Klopf, Hemisphere Publishing Corporation, 
Washington, 1982, 14+xvli pages, paper, ISBN 
0-89116-202-X) 

Another reviewer of this work has questioned 
"whether hedonism is an appropriate metaphor for 
brain research" [I, p24]. For Klopf however, 
hedonism is clearly much more than a metaphor. On 
the contrary, he sees hedonism as a phenomenon 
which is exhibited by systems - both social 
structures and individual organisms - as a direct 
result of their construction from hedonistic 

building blocks. The hedonistic neuron is 
hypothesized as being the most elementary such 
component of living systems. 
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For the bulk of his discussion, Klopf prefers a 
slightly different term to characterize his 

hedonistic neurons. By contrast with homeostatic 
systems seeking to maintain homeostasis, neurons 
and the systems they compose are envisaged as 
"he t eros tats", which seek to achieve 
"heterostasis". A "homeostat" seeks to maintain a 
steady state (Greek, "similar" state) whilst a 

"heterostatic" system seeks to achieve a better or 
optimal state (Greek, "other/different" state). 
Personally, this reviewer considers the coinage 

Ill-chosen and suggests the term "eustatic" (Greek, 
"good/better" state). 

Klopf opens (pp 3-4) with a progression of 
"equivalences" which culminate in the hedonistic 
hypothesis: 

Nervous systems = social systems 
Neuron ~ whole organism 
Whole organism ~ hedonist 
Neuron ~ hedonist 
Depolarization ~ pleasure 
Hyperpolarization ~ pain 

Klopf then proceeds to relate these to a number of 
physiological and psychological paradigms and 

thence to develop his heterostatic theory. 

Nis arguments in favour of the characterization of 
living systems as heterostatic are quite 
convincing; his discussion of the psychological 

ramifications of his hedonistic model are most 
plausible; but his insistence that these 
equivalences are more than analogues, and that his 

characterization is no mere model, is less 
compelling. The thesis of this book is that social 

systems are hedonistic precisely because nervous 
systems are, and they precisely because neurons 
are! 

A relatively small proportion of the book is 
couched at the technical neurophysiological level, 

since the author is quite satisfied in this respect 
to pinpoint the position of his theory in relation 
to the Nebbian legacy of plasticity and self- 

organization. A simple mathematical formulation of 
the model is given, but virtually no reference is 
made to sub-neural mechanisms, and the application 

of the model to various brain formations is couched 
in rather general terms. As the author points out, 
it is clear that further experimental research is 
necessary to flesh out the theory and establish its 
validity at each level. The work of Sutton and 
Barto has been influenced considerably by Klopf's 
theories, and an antecedent paper of theirs [2] 
expounds the theoretical advantages of a particular 
mathematical formulation of the hedonistic 

hypothesis and presents the results of a computer 
simulation. 

Major sect ions of the book are dedicated to 
examination of the implications of the hedonistic 
neuron for related disciplines: 

Lest one be concerned that Hedonism has not proven 
successful as an ethical theory, Klopf addresses 

this in part and elaborates on the implications of 
his theory for social structures. If one is 
interested in the macroscopic ramifications of the 

theory, Klopf demonstrates its explicative power in 
respect of both Classical and Operant Conditioning, 

as well as other Psychologically observed 

phenomena. Lest one be concerned about the seat of 
consciousness, or the "Mind-Body" problem, Klopf 
discusses this at length. If, as is likely the 

case for SIGART readers, one's interests centre on 
the pragmatic Artificial Intelligence goals of 
Computer Science, then Klopf provides a chapter 

offering some words of wisdom - advice and 
criticism. 

To meet the objection that man's hehaviour "appears 

to be truly altruistic at times" and thus not 
purely hedonistic, Klopf (p87) introduces another 

hypothesis - that the capacity of the Limbic System 
and Hypothalumus to distinguish between self and 
other is "severely limited". He cites a variety of 

support for the supposition, but nonetheless it 
would seem somewhat more counterintuitive than the 
original hedonistic hypothesis. 

In an attempt to characterize consciousness, Klopf 
relates it to wave phenomena and suggests the 

further general equivalences of pleasure with 
"entropic processes", and pain with "anti-entropic 
processes". It will be interesting to see whether 
any empirical support can be adduced for these 
hypotheses - it would certainly appear difficult to 
design experiments to test them! 

With respect to AI, Klopf decries the deliberate 
choice of AI researchers in ignoring physiological 

evidence and the peculiar nature of the neuron - he 
asserts the fallacy of classing them with digital 
components. He questions (p105) whether AI 

researchers are premature in addressing the higher 
level organizational problems before developing "an 
inherently self-organizing substrate". He does 

however acknowledge the systems approach to the 
extent that (pl13) a model comprising "a set of 
nested heterostats" may usefully be researched at 

levels appropriate to the various disciplines, the 
emphasis being on the goal oriented behaviour of 
the subsystems and the existence of positive and 
negative reinforcing inputs to each subsystem. 

Klopf further points out the central role of 
learning in man, and contrasts it with the 
unnatural role it has traditionally had in AI - 
there is certainly a need for more emphasis on 
learning from the environment, and such an emphasis 
is only recently beginning to emerge in AI. 

Considering the book as a whole, it is most 
pleasing to be able to read a serious scientific 
work couched in readable language, written in an 

enjoyable style, addressed to a wide audience and 
offering fresh insights deriving from a well 
rounded interdisciplinary reading and research 

background. In a world of increasingly sectarian 
disciplines, it is most refreshing to encounter an 
author who feels free to meander across the bounds 

of philosophy, psychology, neurology, sociology and 
computer science. Computer Science is a service 
science, and Artificial Intelligence ought to be a 

multidisciplinary field whose practitioners are 
aware of research in related fields. 

Thus, quite irrespective of the validity of the 
novel theory presented in this book, "The 
Hedonistic Neuron" is to be recommended to any AI 
researcher who acknowledges the relevance of the 
processes of Human Intelligence - and some such 
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book should be compulsory reading for those who 
don't! 
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W H A T  C A N  BE A U T O M A T E D  

Editor: Bruce W. A r d e n  

R e v i e w e d  by: Kei th  Pr ice 

(MIT Press, 1983, paper=S15.00, ISBN 0 -262 -51026 -x )  

What Can be Au tomated  is a massive t ome  that  
reports on the Compute r  S_cience and Engineer ing 
R_esearch Study (COSERS). In about  1K pages, it presents 
a record of research in compute r  science wi th  some 
evaluat ion of the past results and pro ject ions of the future 
d i rect ions for research. The t i t le comes f rom the fact that  
most  of Computer  Science is concerned wi th the prob lems 
of au tomat ing  var ious manual tasks, be it numer ical  c o m -  
putat ions, database management ,  wea ther  forecast ing,  in -  
dustr ial  processes, or language understanding.  

Art i f ic ial  Inte l l igence as a who le  and some of its 
subareasi by themselves  receive considerable at tent ion.  
This ref lects the fact that  AI is the subarea of compute r  
science that pushes at the l imits of what  is possible more 
than any o ther  (numerical  computa t ion  pushes at the 
l imits of compute r  techno logy  to a greater  degree - 10 t8 
opera t ions are expected for some 3-D problems). 

This book rev iews the past deve lopments  in: numer i -  
cal computa t ion ,  operat ing systems, databases, so f tware 
methodo logy ,  art i f icial intel l igence, and assorted special 
topics and appl icat ions. 

The rev iew of AI is only meant  to g ive the f lavor  of 
what  has been done to indicate what  can be done in the 
future. Thus, the survey is not as detailed or comp le te  as 
is found in the three vo lumes of the Handbook of Art i f ic ial  
Inte l l igence and it concent ra tes on what  has been ac-  
compl ished in d i f ferent  areas rather than a descr ipt ion of 
indiv idual  systems. Reading the survey of work  in such 
areas as natural language understanding or v is ion and 
speech percept ion,  it is clear that there  has been some 
progress - we can now do someth ing  useful, but many of 
the same problems remain. The progress in numerical  
computa t ion  is easier to measure, for  example,  a study is 
referenced which describes a 12x109 speed-up  in 
a lgor i thmic  ef f ic iency (over 30 years) for a class of useful 
three d imensional  problems. This speed-up  exceeds that  
of go ing f rom paper and pencil to a large scienti f ic c o m -  
puter, and the so lu t ion is still barely feasible. AI does not  
have these kinds of measures to apply to indicate 
progress; we are not  concerned wi th f inding an eff ic ient 
a lgor i thm as much as f inding the first a lgor i thm to solve 
our  problems. 

Overall, What Can be Au tomated  prov ides a good 
survey of compute r  science and engineer ing,  though some 
mater ia l  is becoming  dated (the study was f in ished in 
1979). It prov ides a good reference for what  was possible 

then and what  were the ma jor  prob lems and thus can be 
more  useful for learning about  the state of research in 
areas o ther  than your  own. 

(AI I N D E X . . . c o n t i n u e d  from page 64) 

Building h igh -pe r fo rmance  expert  
systems for major  f inancial 
inst i tut ions. 

Systems and Applied Sciences Corp. 
1809 Annapol is  Road 
Hyattsvi l le, MD 20784 
(301) 699-6209 
Contact -  Edwin P. Cutler 
Robot device deve lopmen t  

Teknowledge, Inc. 
525 Univers i ty  Avenue 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 
(415) 327-6600 
Contact - Dr. S. Jerrold Kaplan 

Design, deve lop and 
commerc ia l  knowledge based 
systems on an indiv idual  
Education and traning for 
system deve lopment .  

support  
expert  
basis. 

expert  

Tektronix: 
Dr. John Ulrich 
Knowledge-Based Systems Group 
Computer  Research Laboratory  
Appl ied Research Labs 
Tektronix, Inc. 50-662 
P.O. Box 500 
Beaverton, OR 97077 
(503) 627-6187 
Net: Ul r ich.Tektronix@Rand-Relay 

The focus is on appl ied AI, wi th 
appl icat ions in such areas as 
electronic device t roub leshoot ing ,  VLSI 
design assistants, p rog ramming  
envi ronments,  and in te l l igent  user 
interact ion. 

Texas Instruments: 
Jay Gl ickman 
Computer  Science Laboratory  
Central Research Laborat ior ies 
Texas Inst ruments 
PO Box 226015, MS 238 
Dallas, TX 75266 

Expert systems, Lisp, logic languages, 
Archetecture,  natural language, text  
understanding, planning, tutors, 

(Con t i nued  on page 14) 
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